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s children, my sister, Taquesha and I had a love for the humanities and science that

extended beyond the boundaries of our school classrooms or even homework

assignments. For fun and amusement, we would spend hours conducting science

experiments that were described in a set of children’s encyclopedias that my mom had brought

as a gift for us. We would similarly pass time reading and writing poems and short stories. And,

although no one in our family had earned a college-degree, we loved being young writers and

scientists…it was our play and passion. In middle school, my sister and I both enrolled in a

humanities focused magnet program and continued to excel as writers. Yet, our love for science

never lagged behind our commitment to writing. In fact, despite accomplishing several �rsts in

my family including earning a doctorate from Stanford University and many other prestigious

accolades my mother’s sharpest memory of me and awards involves a middle school ‘science’

award. Even now, she nostalgically re�ects with me about how important it was to my ‘middle

school’ self to win that ‘science’ award. And, every time she shares that memory I can only

express a knowing and af�rmative laugh; yes, even as a student in a humanities program I loved

science and I cared deeply about exceling in both the humanities and science.
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Throughout childhood play and even middle school years, the academic and disciplinary

boundaries between the humanities and science seemed non-existent and invisible. Yet, in high

school and college the boundaries became apparent and visible. Commensurate with my love

for science, I decided early on that I wanted to major in psychology and to conduct

experimental research. And, early on in college, as a �rst-year and sophomore student, I loved

my psychology courses and I became involved in a clinical research lab as a research assistant at

Florida International University (FIU). I was also a part of FIU’s Honors College and I deeply

loved the interdisciplinary and strongly humanities-in�uenced curriculum. More speci�cally, as

a student in the Honors College I passionately pursued interests related to dual-identity among

African-Americans and how historical and contemporary experiences of prejudice and

discrimination have forged a sense of self as an American and a sense of self as an African-

American or what W.E.B. DuBois famously termed double consciousness. Thus, being a

psychology major who was also in the Honors College allowed me to again follow my love for

both science and humanities. Yet, I did not view my interests as related or intertwined; they

seemed very much separate to me.

But thankfully, the separateness that seemed to mark my psychology and humanities interests

was challenged when I participated in a Leadership Alliance research program at Stanford

University in the summer following my sophomore year. By this time, my love for psychology

still �amed bright yet I had decided that I was no longer personally interested in clinical

psychology. At this point in my undergraduate career I was open to and very much intrigued by

social psychology. During that summer research program, I was a research assistant in Hazel

Rose Markus’ lab and I worked closely with her then graduate student MarYam Hamedani (who

That summer, my undergraduate self who happened upon this insight,

through a literature review and stellar guidance from research mentors, fell

completely in love with cultural psychology and became committed to

merging my interests in the humanities and science to strengthen and

broaden the questions that myself as a psychological scientist could ask and

dedicate a career to answering.
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is now a Senior Research Scientist at Stanford University). As a research assistant, I helped with

a literature review on interdependence or a sense of self, motivation and behavior that

fundamentally involves awareness of and inclusion of others among American populations (e.g.,

European-Americans).

Helping with this literature review and engaging in dialogues with

MarYam and other research assistants strengthened my knowledge

of cultural psychology, and, in so doing, it challenged the boundaries

that I had perceived between my interests in psychology and my

interests related to dual-identity among African-Americans – which

until then – was mostly informed by strongly humanities-themed

courses and readings.  That is, working on that literature review

provided an introduction to cultural psychology as a research area

that, while focused on the individual and outcomes tied to the individual (e.g., affect, cognition,

behavior, motivation), did not separate the individual or individual-level outcomes from macro

and societal-level in�uences such as history, social institutions and everyday practices. From

this perspective, one that views the individual and more macro-level in�uences as

interconnected or as my doctoral advisor, Hazel Rose Markus would say mutually constituted

insights gained from the humanities which often connects to and critiques history, social

institutions and lived experiences can enrich theorizing within psychology. That summer, my

undergraduate self who happened upon this insight, through a literature review and stellar

guidance from research mentors, fell completely in love with cultural psychology and became

committed to merging my interests in the humanities and science to strengthen and broaden

the questions that myself as a psychological scientist could ask and dedicate a career to

answering.

Today, I am an assistant professor in the Department of Psychology at the University of

California, Los Angeles. My research lab studies socio-cultural identities among historically

negatively stereotyped groups (e.g., African-Americans, Latino/a-Americans) and the

conditions that allow these identities to be associated with risk and resilience. My lab seeks to

understand and advocate for the role that institutions like colleges and universities can play in
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leveraging these socio-cultural identities to foster positive social, academic, health and even

intergroup outcomes. In short, my lab studies diversity science, and with every research

question, my lab seeks to address how we leverage our broadly de�ned diverse perspectives

including the diversity of our interdisciplinary (both science and humanities) perspective.
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